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Abstract 
Saeki, O., Topology of special generic maps of manifolds into Euclidean spaces, Topology and 
its Applications 49 (1993) 265-293. 
In this paper we study the global topology of special generic maps; i.e., smooth maps of closed 
n-manifolds into Iw” (p =Z n) all of whose singularities are the definite fold points. Assodiated 
with a special generic map is the Stein factorization introduced in a paper of Burlet and de Rham, 
which is the space of the connected components of the fibers of the map. Our key idea is to 
reconstruct every special generic map from the Stein factorization, which enables us to obtain 
various topological restrictions imposed on the source manifolds and the singular sets. When 
p = 2, and when p = 3 and the source manifolds are l-connected, we determine the diffeomorphism 
types of those manifolds which admit special generic maps into Iwp, extending results of Burlet 
and de Rham and Port0 and Furuya. 
Keywords: Special generic map, singular set, Stein factorization, stable map. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 5lR45. 
1. Introduction 
A special generic map is a smooth map of an n-manifold into [w p (p s n) all of 
whose singularities are the definite fold points (i.e., fold points of extreme indices). 
(For a precise definition, see Section 2.) If we consider an arbitrary smooth map 
f: M” -+ R” with M” closed (n up), then we see that the singular set S(f)(c M) 
off where the rank of df is strictly less than p is nonempty. Furthermore, if f is 
stable, the types of its singularities are finite for a fixed dimension pair (n, p); for 
example, if p = 2, S(f) consists of fold points and cusp points. Among these types 
of singularities the simplest singularity is the definite fold point. Thus, it is funda- 
mental to study special generic maps in studying the global topology of stable maps 
M+RP (psn). 
Special generic maps have been defined by Burlet and de Rham [2], who studied 
such maps of 3-manifolds into the plane, and then Port0 and Furuya [15] studied 
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the case of n-manifolds into the plane. &liaSberg [5] studied special generic maps 
of n-manifolds into [w”. We also note that a special generic map into [w is a Morse 
function with critical points of extreme indices. It is a result of Reeb [16] that 
n-manifolds admitting such maps are homeomorphic to the n-sphere. 
Our purpose of this paper is to study closed (possibly nonorientable) manifolds 
which admit special generic maps and the topology of their singular sets. The basic 
tool is the Stein factorization introduced in [2]. In Section 2, we give a method of 
reconstructing all the special generic maps through the Stein factorizations. In 
Section 3, we give various topological properties of special generic maps using 
results of Section 2. For example, we show that those n-manifolds which admit 
special generic maps into Iwp (p < n) are zero in the smooth (oriented) cobordism 
ring. In Section 4, as a typical application of the results in Section 3, we study 
special generic maps of homotopy spheres and show that the Stein factorizations 
are contractible in this case. Section 5 is devoted to the study of special generic 
maps into the plane. Our result is a complete list of the diffeomorphism types of 
n-manifolds which admit special generic maps into R2. Note that for n = 3, this has 
been done by Burlet and de Rham [2] and that for general n, partial results have 
been obtained by Port0 and Furuya [1.5]. In Section 6, we study special generic 
maps of l-connected n-manifolds into [w’. We pay special attention to the case 
where n = 4; for example, we give a criterion for two special generic maps M4 + R3 
to be regularly equivalent. In Section 7, we give some remarks concerning special 
generic maps from n-manifolds into OX”‘, including some reformulations of results 
of [5]. Finally in Section 8, we give some remarks concerning stable parallelizability 
and the diffeomorphism types of singular sets. 
Throughout the paper the symbol = denotes an (orientation preserving) 
diffeomorphism between manifolds or an appropriate isomorphism between alge- 
braic objects. 
The author would like to express his sincere gratitude to Kazuhiro Sakuma for 
inviting him to the subject and for many useful discussions. 
2. Special generic maps and their Stein factorizations 
Let M be a connected closed (i.e., compact and without boundary) smooth 
(possibly nonorientable) n-dimensional manifold and f: M + R p (p s n) a smooth 
map. We denote by S(f) the set of the points in M where the rank of the differential 
off is strictly less than p and we call S(f) the singular set of J: A point 4 in S(f) 
is a fold point if there exist local coordinates (x,, . . . , x,) centered at q and 
(Vi,.. . , y,) centered at f(q) such that f has the form: 
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for some A, where the number A (OG A s n -p + 1) is called the index of q. If, in 
addition, A = 0 or n -p + 1, we call q a definite fold point. Finally, a smooth map 
f: M + R p is a special generic map if all the points in S(f) are definite fold points. 
When p = 1, special generic maps are precisely Morse functions with critical points 
of extreme indices. When p = 2, stable maps without indefinite fold points are special 
generic maps. Thus, special generic maps are closely related to stable maps. A 
special generic map f: M + R” is stable if and only if fl S(f) : S(f) + Rp is an 
immersion with normal crossings. Note that for a special generic map J; S(f) is a 
(p - 1)-dimensional submanifold of M and fl S(f) is always an immersion. 
Next we define the Stein factorization of a special generic mapf: M” + [w IJ (p < n), 
which was introduced by Burlet and de Rham [2]. For q, q’E M, define q - q’ if 
and only if f( q) =f( q’) and q and q’ belong to the same connected component of 
fP’(f(q)). Denote by W,- the quotient space of M under this equivalence relation 
and q, : M + W, the quotient map. Furthermore, we have the unique mapf’ : W, + R JJ 
such that f’ 0 q.r=f: The space W, or the commutative diagram 
f 
M-RP 
is called the Stein factorization off: Note that Wr can be given a structure of a 
smooth p-dimensional manifold with boundary so that f’ becomes an immersion 
and that qfis a smooth map. Furthermore, qr 1 S(f) : S(f) + d W, is a diffeomorphism. 
Note also that even when n = p we can define the Stein factorization off; however, 
we have W,-= M in this case. 
We denote by D” the m-dimensional unit disk in Iw” and set S”-’ = aD”. We 
say that a D”-bundle (or an S”-’ -bundle) is linear if its structure group can be 
reduced to the orthogonal group O(m). Our main result of this section is the 
following. 
Proposition 2.1. Let M be a smooth closed n-manifold. Then there exists a special 
genericmapf:M+RP (p<n) ifandonlyif 
(1) there exist a compact parallelizable p-manifold W with boundary, a smooth (not 
necessarily linear) SPp- bundle E over Wand a linear D”-“+‘-bundle B over a W such 
that the restriction aE of E over a W is isomorphic to the SPP-bundle aB associated 
with B, and 
(2) there exists a difleomorphism h :dB + aE which is a bundle map covering the 
identity on ~3 W such that M is difleomorphic to the manifold E vt, B obtained by 
attaching E and B by h. 
Proof. First, suppose that (1) and (2) hold. Let rr: E + W and n-‘: B +a W be the 
respective projections of the bundles. Define cp : E uh B + W c_J,~~(,) (a W X [0, 11) 
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dcl)E w q E E, 
(4q), lIql12)~~wx[o, 11, 4E4 
where l/q11 denotes the usual distance between q and the origin in n’-i( r’(q)) = 
DnPp+’ c Rep+l, which is well defined since the structure group of B is the 
orthogonal group. Note that cp is smooth and that W uawxi,) (a W x [0, 11) is 
diffeomorphic to W. On the other hand, there exists an immersion 17 : W+ Rp by 
[ 131, since W is parallelizable and has nonempty boundary. Thenf: M -+ R IJ defined 
by.f=v 0 (Y 0 cp 0 p is a special generic map, where (Y : W uawx{,) (a W x [0, 11) + W 
and p : M + E u,, B are diffeomorphisms. 
Next we suppose thatf: M + R ’ is a special generic map. Then W, is parallelizable 
since it can be immersed into [w ‘. Furthermore, qr 1 q/‘( Int W,) : M - S(f) + Int W, 
is a proper submersion, so that it is a bundle projection. Moreover, the fiber over 
a point sufficiently close to S(f) b ounds an (n - p + 1) -dimensional disk in M; thus, 
the fiber of the above bundle is S”-‘. On the other hand, let C( =d W, x [0, 11) be 
a sufficiently small collar neighborhood of a W, in W,-. Then .TT’: qT’( C) + d W, defined 
by r’ = p, 0 qf is a DHpp+‘-bundle, where p , : C( =:a W, x [0, I]) + 3 IV, is the projection 
to the first factor. Set W = iVf - C, E = q/‘( W) and B = q.;‘(C), then we have 
M = E uh B for some fiber preserving diffeomorphism h :dB+dE. Thus we have 
only to show that the structure group of the bundle &: B --, d W” is the orthogonal 
group. Let t : D”-“+I + I&! be the smooth function defined by t(x) = llxl12, and define 
Diff ‘( Dnmpt’) = {diffeomorphisms g : DnPpt’ + DnPpf’ 
such that t 0 g = t}, 
which is a subgroup of the diffeomorphism group Diff ( Dnep+‘) of D”-‘+‘. Then it 
is easily seen that the structure group of T’: B + a W, can be reduced to Diff ‘( Dndpt’), 
since i: B = q/‘(C) + [0, l] defined by t”= p2 0 qf coincides with t on each fiber, 
where pZ: C(=d W x [0, 11) + [0, l] is the projection to the second factor. Finally, it 
can be shown that 0( n -p + 1) c Diff ‘( Dnmp+‘) is a deformation retract (see, for 
example, [ll]). This completes the proof. 0 
Remark 2.2. Naturally we can define a special generic map of M into any p- 
dimensional manifold N. Then Proposition 2.1 also holds for this general case, if 
we replace the parallelizability of W by the condition that W can be immersed into 
N. In fact, we can replace Rp by any open parallelizable p-manifold throughout 
this paper. 
3. Topological properties of special generic maps 
In this section we always assume n > p, where n is the dimension of the source 
manifold M. The first consequence of Proposition 2.1 is the following. 
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Proposition 3.1. If M” admits a special generic map into Rp (p < n), then M is 
homeomorphic to aE where J!? is the total space of a topological D”-P+‘-bundle over a 
compact smooth parallelizable p-manifold with boundary. 
Remark 3.2. A topological D”-pt’-bundle is a Dflmpt’ -bundle whose structure group 
is the homeomorphism group of DnPp+‘. Thus, in Proposition 3.1, I? is an (n+ 
1)-dimensional topological manifold with boundary. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Let L : Homeo( Snpp) -+ Homeo( Dn-pt’) be the homomorph- 
ism defined by 
x=0 (‘(‘D))o={y;,,.(x,,,.,,,, XfO’ 
(cp E Homeo(S”-P), x E Dn-“+’ ), where Homeo(X) denotes the homeomorphism 
group of the space X, Using this homomorphism, we see that every topological 
SnpP-bundle has its associated topological DflpPt’-bundle. Let ,6 be the total space 
of the topological D”-Pt’-bundle associated with E + W, where E and W are as 
in Proposition 2.1. Then dE is homeomorphic to E u It, B for some fiber preserving 
homeomorphism h’: aE -+ 8B. On the other hand, M is diffeomorphic to E uh B for 
some fiber preserving diffeomorphism h : dE + aB by Proposition 2.1. Then we see 
that there exists a homeomorphism between E u ,,’ B and E u ,, B, since h’ 0 h-’ : dB + 
JB extends to a self-homeomorphism of B. Thus M is homeomorphic to a_& 0 
In Proposition 3.1, if M is orientable, so is 2. Furthermore, it is known that the 
natural map of the smooth (oriented) cobordism ring to the topological (oriented) 
cobordism ring is injective (see, for example, [18]). Thus we have the following. 
Corollary 3.3. Zf M” admits a special generic map into F% ’ (p < n), then M is zero in 
the smooth cobordism ring. If in addition, M is orientable, M is zero in the smooth 
oriented cobordism ring as well; in particular, the signature of M vanishes. 
In Proposition 3.1, we cannot expect 2 to admit a smooth structure in general. 
However, in some cases, we have the following. 
Proposition 3.4. Suppose M” admits a special generic map into lRp and that n -p = 1 
or 2. Then there exists a linear DnPpi’ -bundle l? over a smooth compact parallelizable 
p-mantfold W with boundary such that M is diffeomorphic to ag. 
Proof. It is known that the natural inclusion 
O(n-p+l)-,Diff(S”-“) 
is a weak homotopy equivalence for n-p = 1,2 (see [3, 191). Thus the structure 
group of the bundle E + W can be reduced to the orthogonal group, where E and 
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W are as in Proposition 2.1. Thus the associated D”-P+‘-bundle I? admits a natural 
smooth structure. Furthermore, we see that every fiber preserving self- 
diffeomorphism of aB is isotopic to a linear bundle map; thus it extends to a 
self-diffeomorphism of B. Hence, in view of Proposition 2.1, we see that M is 
diffeomorphic to ag. 0 
Now we discuss topological invariants of manifolds admitting special generic 
maps into Rp. 
Proposition 3.5. Suppose M” admits a special generic map f into Rp (p < n). 
(1) If n is even and p is odd, then x(M) = x( S( f )), where x(X) denotes the Euler 
number of the space X. 
(2) If n and p are even, then x(M) =2x( W,). 
Remark 3.6. Proposition 3.5(l) is a special case of Theorem 2(c) in [8]. 
Proof of Proposition 3.5. By Proposition 2.1, x(M) =x(E) + ,Y( B) - x(E n B). If n 
is even and p is odd, then x(E) = 0, since E is the total space of a bundle whose 
fiber is an odd dimensional sphere. By the same reason, we have x( E n B) = 0. 
Furthermore, x(B) = ~(6 W) = x(S(f )), since B is a disk-bundle over a W and a W 
is diffeomorphic to S(f). Thus part (1) has been proved. Part (2) can be proved 
similarly. 0 
Lemma 3.7. If f: M” + R” is a special generic map (p < n), then S(f) is a (p - 
1)-dimensional stably parallelizable manifold. 
Proof. This is obvious, since S(f) is diffeomorphic to the boundary of a paralleliz- 
able p-manifold W,. 0 
Corollary 3.8. If M” admits a special generic map f into RP (p < n), then x(M) = 
x(S(f))-0 (mod2). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.7, we have x( S( f )) = 0 (mod 2). Then the conclusion is obvious 
in view of Proposition 3.5. 0 
Proposition 3.9. For a special generic map f: M--f lRp, the homomorphism 
(q,).+: T,(M) + T,( w,) is an isomorphism, where qr: M + W, is the quotient map in 
the Stein factorization off: 
Proposition 3.9 can be proved by the same argument as in [2,15]; hence we omit 
the proof. 
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Proposition 3.10. For a special generic map f: M” + [w IJ (p < n), we have the following 
exact sequence: 
. . . + H,+,(M) (“)* - H,+,( w,) + HnmY( w,) 
-H,(M) 
(%)* 
- HJ W,)+HflPYi-‘( W,)+ . . . ) 
where the coefjicient module is Z if M is orientable and R/22 if M is nonorientable. 
Proof. Consider the following homology exact sequence of the pair (I?, aE), where 
E is as in Proposition 3.1: 
. ..-H.(a~‘)~H,(~:)~H,(~,:,~)~.... 
We have H,(aI?) = Hy( M), H,(E) = H,( W,) and H,(i, 8E) = Hnpyf’(i) I- 
Hnmy+‘( W,). This completes the proof. 0 
Corollary 3.11. Suppose that f: M” + [WI’ ( p < n) is a special generic map. Then 
(qr)*:H&M)+K,(Wt), qsn-p, 
is an isomorphism, where the coeficient module is Z if M is orientable and Z/277 if 
M is nonorientable. 
Proof. This is obvious by Proposition 3.10 and the fact that HnpY( W,) =0 for 
n-qsp. q 
Corollary 3.12. If M” admits a special generic map into Iw” (p < n), then H,(M) = 0 
(p c q < n -p), where the coejicient module is h if M is orientable and Z/2E tf M 
is nonorientable. 
Note that we also have results on cohomology groups corresponding to Proposition 
3.10, Corollary 3.11 and Corollary 3.12. 
Lemma 3.13. Let W be a compact orientable p-manifold with boundary with p = 2s + 1 
(s EN). Then the rank of H,(a W; E) is even and the rank of the kernel of 
i,: H,(c? W; H) + H,( W; Z) is equal to one half of the rank of H,(a W; Z), where 
i : d W + W is the inclusion map. 
Proof. Consider the following exact sequence with integer coefficients: 
K+,(W) L H,+,(W,aW)L H,@W+ H,(W) 
h’H,(W,aW). 
We have H,+,( W, a W) I- H‘(W) and H,( W, a W) = H”‘( W). Moreover, modulo 
torsion, the homomorphisms A and A’ correspond to the homomorphisms H,,, ( W) + 
Hom(H,( W), Z), H,(W) + Hom(H,+,( W), H) determined by the intersection pair- 
ing H,( W) 0 H,+,( W) + H. In particular, rank( Im A) = rank( Im A’). From this and 
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the above exact sequence, we can easily deduce that rank H,(d W) = 
2 rank(ker i*). 0 
Corollary 3.14. Suppose that f: M” + Rp is a special generic map and that M is 
orientable, p =2s+l and 3s+l c n (sEN). Then b,(S(f))<2b,(M), where b,(X) = 
rank H,(X; Z). 
Proof. We have :b,(S(f)) =Sb,(a Wf) and fb,<a W,)G b,( W,) by Lemma 3.13. 
Furthermore b,( Wr) = b,(M) by Corollary 3.11. 0 
Proposition 3.15. Let f: M” + R p (p < n) be a special generic map with M orientable. 
Then #S(f) c b,_,(M) + 1, where #S(f) denotes the number of connected components 
of S(f). Furthermore, if n=2(p-l), then we have #S(f)G$b,_,(M)+l. 
Proof. We may assume p 2 2. Set S(f) = So u . . . u S,, where S, are the connected 
components of S(f) and I = #S(f) - 1. Take smooth arcs ci (1 G is I) properly 
embedded in Wr such that the two end points of c, lie in %(S,) and qr(Si) and that 
ci are mutually disjoint. Then we see that the submanifold qF1(ci)(c M) is homeo- 
morphic to S”-pf1 and that qsl(ci) intersects Si transversely in one point. Further- 
more, qJ’(c,) n Sj =P, if i # j. Then we see that [S,], . . . , [S,] E H,_,(M; Z) are 
linearly independent, since we have 
[qj’(ci)] . [S,] = 1 ;I’ i =A 3 1 #j. 
Hence, Z=#S(f)-lob,_,. 
If n = 2(p - l), then we have [S,], . . . , [S/l, [qj’(c,)], . . . , [qJ’(s)l E HP-r(M; Z). 
Since ci are mutually disjoint, we have [qT’( c,)] . [ @‘( cj)] = 0 for i f j. Furthermore, 
it is easy to see that [qJ’(ci)] * [qj’(ci)]=O, since we can isotope q/‘(ci) SO that it 
does not intersect ST’(c). Thus the intersection matrix of IS,], . . . , [St], 
h&41,. . . , [qj’(c,)] is of the following form: 
( 
*1 . . 0 
* 0 **1 
+1 0 
O’..il O 1. 
Since this matrix is unimodular, we see that [$I,. . . , [&I, [qj'(c,)l, . . . , [qi’(c1)1 
are linearly independent. Hence, 21= 2(#S(f I- 1) G b,-,(M). 0 
Corollary 3.14, Propositions 3.5(l) and 3.15 show that the topology of M imposes 
some restrictions on that of the singular set. 
Proposition 3.16. If f: M” + R p is a special generic map with n = 2s and p = s + 1 
(s 2 2), then S(f) . S(f) = 0 if M is orientable and S(f) . S(f) = 0 (mod 2) if M is 
nonorientable, where S(f) * S(f) denotes the self-intersection number of S( f) in M. 
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Proof. Let B be the Dnpp+’ -bundle over Was in Proposition 3.1. By the construction 
_ 
of E, there exists a “zero-section” @c E such that a @ corresponds to S(f) by a 
homeomorphism a~!? + M. Thus i,[S(f)] = 0 in H,,(k), where i: A4 + E is the 
inclusion map. On the other hand S(f) . S(f) = (q [S(f)]), where (Y E H’(M) is 
the Poincare dual of [S(f)] E H,,(M). C onsider the following commutative diagram 
with exact rows, where the isomorphisms are induced by the Poincare-Lefschetz 
dualities. 
H”(,??) 
i* 
- H”(M) - H’+‘( i, M) 
H,+& Ml---+ H,(M) A K(i) 
Using the above diagram, we see that there exists some p E H”(E) such that 
i*(P) = a, since ~,([S(f)l) = 0. Thus SW . S(f) = (i*(P), [SUYI) = (P, CJSWI) = 
0. This completes the proof. 0 
Proposition 3.16 shows that the position of the singular set of a special generic 
map is somewhat restricted. 
As to the tangent bundle, we have the following. 
Proposition 3.17. If M” admits a special generic map into Rp (p < n), then 
TM 0 E’ admits a p-frame, where e ’ is the trivial line bundle over M. 
Proof. Letf: M + R p be a special generic map. We can construct a (possibly singular) 
vector field V on W, such that V(q) FA T<,(a W”) for all q E d W,. Define the fiberwise 
linear map y : TM 0 e’ + TW, by y( v, (x, a)) = dq,( v) + a V( q,.(x)), where v E T,M, 
x E M and a E R. Then y is of rank p on each fiber. Since Wf is parallelizable, there 
is a p-frame on TW,-, which we can lift to a p-frame on TM@a’ by y. 0 
In fact, Proposition 3.17 is valid also for p = n (see Section 6). Obviously the 
converse of Proposition 3.17 is not true if p < n. However, if p = n, we do not know 
if it is true or not. 
Corollary 3.18. Zf M” admits a special generic map into R p (p < n), then w,(M) = 0 
for i>n-p-t1 andp,(M)=O for i>i(n-p+l), where wi(M) is the ith Stiefel- 
Whitney class of M and pi( M) is the ith Pontrjagin class of M. 
Proof. The statement concerning 
Proposition 4 of [12, 0 41. The 
of [12]. q 
the Stiefel-Whitney classes can be deduced using 
second statement is proved using Lemma 15.2 
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Remark 3.19. The statement about the Stiefel-Whitney classes can also be deduced 
from Lemma 3.7 above and Theorem 2(b) of [8]. 
Proposition 3.20. Let f : M” + R p (p < n) be a special generic map. Then the homology 
class [S(f)] E H,_,( M;Z/ZE) is Poincare’ dual to w,~~+,( M) E Hnpp+‘( M; Z/22). 
Proof. This is obvious by [20, Theorem 81 (see also Lemma in [8, p. 3391). 0 
Remark 3.21. It is easily seen, as in Corollary 3.12, that HY(M; Z/22) =0 for 
p s q s n -p if M” admits a special generic map into Ilk!’ (p < n). Hence we have 
w,(M)=O,..., w,-,(M) = 0, w,-,+,(M) = [W-)1*, 
w,-p+Z(M)=O,...,wn(M)=O. 
4. Special generic maps of homotopy spheres 
In this section, we study special generic maps f: M” +Rp (p < n) with M” a 
homotopy n-sphere, using results of the previous section. 
Proposition 4.1. Let f: M” + R p (p < n) be a special generic map. Then M” is a 
homotopy sphere if and only if the Stein factorization W, is contractible. 
Proof. If K$ is contractible, then by Proposition 3.1, M is homeomorphic to the 
boundary of a contractible manifold W, x Dnppt’. Hence it is a homology n-sphere. 
Furthermore, by Proposition 3.9, M is l-connected. Thus M is a homotopy n-sphere. 
Conversely, suppose that M is a homotopy n-sphere. Then by Proposition 3.9, 
w, is l-connected, and by Corollary 3.11, we have H,( W,; Z) = 0 for 1 G q c n -p. 
By the exact sequence of Proposition 3.10, we see that H4( W” ; E) = Hnmyt’( W, ; Z) 
for O< q < n. Thus we have H,_,+, ( W, ; Z) = HP( W, ; Z) = 0. Now assume that 
Hi(N$;Z)=O for lsi<q-1 and n-p+2sq<p. We will show H,(IV,;Z)=O. 
We have 
Hy( W,-; Z) = H’-,+‘( W, ; Z) 
= Hp-n+y-, ( IV,, d W” ; Z) (by Poincare-Lefschetz duality). 
Consider the homology exact sequence of the pair (w,, a W,): 
I?_ p nty~,(Wf;Z)‘Hp-n+q-,(Wf,aw~;z) 
w 
+ Hp--n+q--2(dWf; z) + f&,+,-A Wf; z). 
By the induction hypotheses, we have fip_,+,_,( Wr; Z) rO= fip-,+,-,(Wf; z); 
hence, Hp--n+ym,( W,, a W”; Z) = finpn+y_2(~ w, ; Z). If q = n -p + 2, we have 
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fi- p n+q_-2(d W_, ; Z) = fiO(d IV’; Z) = 0 by Proposition 3.15; hence, E&,( IV’; Z) = 0. If 
q> n -p+2, we have 
fip-,+,-,(aY,; z) = Hpmn+q&aWf; Z) 
= H”++‘(a W, ; Z) (by Poincart duality) 
= HtiPY+‘(S(f); Z) 
= H,_,(M -S(f); Z) (by Alexander duality). 
Recall that M -S(f) is an S-“-bundle over Int W,. Let E’ be the D”-“+I-bundle 
over Int W,- associated with the above S”-” -bundle. Consider the following 
homology exact sequence of the pair (E’, M -S(f)): 
H,_,( E’, M - S(f); Z) + H&M - S(f); Z’) + H,_,( E’; Z). 
We have H,_,( E’; Z) = HyP2( W,; Z) = 0. Furthermore by the Thorn isomorphism 
we have H,_,(E’, M-S(f); Z) = Hy_n+p-2( W,; Z) =O, since O< q-n+p-2<q. 
Hence we have 0 = H,_,( M - S(f); Z) = fiP_,+,_z(a LV-; Z) I- H,( W, ; Z). Thus we 
have proved r,( W,) = 1 and H,( W, ; Z) = 0 for q 2 1, which implies that W, is 
contractible. 0 
Corollary 4.2. Let f: 1” + R p be a special generic map with CZ n a homotopy n-sphere. 
If p = n - 1 or n -2 such that (n, p) # (4,3), then Z” is d#eomorphic to the n-sphere 
S”. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.4, 2” is diffeomorphic to the boundary of a DnpP+‘-bundle 
over Wf, which is contractible by Proposition 4.1. Hence, 2” bounds a contractible 
(n+l)-manifold. If n 25, then it is known that such a homotopy n-sphere is 
diffeomorphic to S”. For (n, p) = (2, l), (3, l), (3,2), (4, l), (4,2) it is easy to show 
that 2” = S”. For details, see Section 5. q 
Remark 4.3. For the case (n, p) = (4.3), see Remark 6.5 in Section 6. 
Remark 4.4. In Proposition 4.1, the singular set S(f) is a homology (p - l)-sphere. 
However, it is not a homotopy (p - I)-sphere in general. It is known that there exist 
many contractible p-manifolds A with n,(aA) # 1. Then E” =a(A x DnPp+‘) admits 
a special generic map whose singular set is diffeomorphic to aA, which is not a 
homotopy sphere. 
In view of Corollary 4.2, we see that an exotic 7-sphere 1’ (i.e., a homotopy 
7-sphere not diffeomorphic to S’), which is known to exist, cannot admit any special 
generic maps into [w5 or [we. On the other hand, we will see in Section 5 and Section 
7 that 1’ admits special generic maps into [w’ and Iw’. It also admits a special generic 
map into [w. However, we do not know if 2’ admits special generic maps into R3 
or [w4. 
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5. Manifolds which admit special generic maps into R2 
The purpose of this section is to determine completely those closed manifolds 
which admit special generic maps into [w2. 
We denote by Ok the h-cobordism group of oriented homotopy k-spheres, which 
is known to be a finite Abelian group if k # 3. Furthermore, for k 2 5, the elements 
of Ok are in one-to-one correspondence with the diffeomorphism classes of homotopy 
k-spheres. If 2 is a homotopy k-sphere which is of order 2 in Ok (k 2 5) (possibly 
2 = Sk), then there exists an orientation reversing diffeomorphism r : 2 + 2. We 
denote the mapping torus of T (i.e., 2 x [0, II/(x, 1) - (T(X), 0)) by S’ 2 2. Here we 
assume that if E = Sk, then r is the reflection p: Sk+ Sk defined by 
P(X,, . . . , &, xk+,) = (Xl,. . . , &, -&+]) ((Xl,. . . , Xk+,) E Sk c [Wk+‘). Note that S’s 
2 is a smooth nonorientable (k+ 1)-manifold and that its diffeomorphism type 
depends on the choice of r in general. 
Our main result of this section is the following. 
Theorem 5.1. A smooth closed n-manifold M (n 2 3) admits a special generic map 
into R2 if and only if M is di_ffeomorphic to one of the following manifolds: 
(1) for ns6, 
#‘S’ x sn-1, r 3 0, 
(Srr-‘S’ x sn-‘)#(S’ ;i LT’), r2 1, 
(2) for n 27, 
(Ey-’ E O,_, , 2” E O,), where # denotes connected sum and the connected sum over 
an empty set is assumed to be S”. 
Remark 5.2. If n = 3, Theorem 5.1 is a result of Burlet and de Rham [2]. For n > 3, 
partial results have been obtained by Port0 and Furuya [15]. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. First, we show that if M admits a special generic map f into 
the plane, M is diffeomorphic to one of the above manifolds. Since W, is a compact 
2-manifold with boundary, it can be obtained by attaching r l-handles h:’ (1 c-j s r) 
simultaneously to the O-handle h, for some r: 
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When r = 0, W, is diffeomorphic to 0’. Then the composition 
is a Morse function with exactly two critical points, where u(x, y) =x for (x, y) E 
D2 c R2. Thus we have M s D” u D”, completing the proof. Note that D” u D” is 
diffeomorphic to S” for n s 6. 
Now we assume r > 0 and that the attaching arcs of the l-handles h{ are disjoint. 
Let ZI and Zj c ah, be the attaching arcs of hi. Then 4j’(I,) is a homotopy (n - 
1) -sphere, since 
9T'Czj) LZ,-rW 
is a Morse function with exactly two critical points. In particular, 9i’(Z,) is diffeomor- 
phic to S”-’ if n d 7. Set Ej = 97’( I,). Then we see easily that 9r’(h :) is diffeomorphic 
to Z xxi, where Z = [0, 11. Set X = qT’(h,). Then X I- D2 x Sne2 u (lJ:I-, J, x Dn-‘), 
where ufl, J,=~ZI~-IJ~=,(Z,U Zj) (see Fig. 1). Since D2~Sn-2uJ, x D”-’ forms a 
cancelling pair of handles, it is diffeomorphic to D”. Thus X is obtained by attaching 
2r- 1 (n - l)-handles to D”. Hence, X is a homotopy punctured n-sphere with 2r 
holes (i.e., X is homotopy equivalent to S” with 2r open disks removed and each 
component of aX is a homotopy (n - 1)-sphere). Moreover, aX I- u,‘=,(Ei LI I,) and 
MzXu((U;=, ZxE,). 
Lemma 5.3. Suppose n 2 7. Zf X is a homotopy punctured n-sphere with dX = 
uJ=,(E, II x,), then X u (U;,, Z x 2,) is diffeomorphic to one of the manifolds fisted 
in (2) of Theorem 5.1. 
Proof. We proceed by the induction on r. If r = 0, then X is a homotopy n-sphere. 
Now suppose r > 0, and that the lemma is true for 0, 1, . . . , r - 1. We denote by ajX 
and c?~X the two components of aX where Z x Ej is attached. Suppose X u Z x -Cj 
Fig. 1. 
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is orientable for some j. Then 8,X and a:X are diffeomorphic to Ej and -Ej 
respectively. Take a smooth arc properly embedded in X joining ajX and 8:X, and 
let T be its tubular neighborhood in X. Then T = I x D”-’ and Tu Z x _E, is 
diffeomorphic to S’ xzj-Int D”. Thus, if we set Y = X- Tu D”, then X = 
(Y u (Ulrj I x &))#(S’ x zj). Furthermore, it is easily seen that Y is a homotopy 
punctured n-sphere with 2( r - 1) holes. By the induction hypothesis, we see that X 
is diffeomorphic to a desired manifold. 
Next we consider the case when X u Z x 2; is nonorientable for all j. If r = 1 then 
dX = 2, LI 2,. Hence 2, is of order 2 in O,_, . Take a tube T, as above, joining the 
two components of ax. Then T u I x 2, is diffeomorphic to S’ 2 2, - Int D” and 
X - T is a homotopy n-disk. Hence XuIxC,=(TuIx~;,)u(X-T)= 
(S’ G E,)#Z for some JzC E 0,. If r 3 2, take a smooth arc c properly embedded in 
X u I x & which joins the two components a,X and a:X of aX and which passes 
through I x Z2 once (i.e., c intersects &X and c?~X transversely in one point 
respectively), and let T be its tubular neighborhood. Then T u Ix 2, is again 
diffeomorphic to S’ x 2, - Int D”. If we set Y = (X u I x E2 - T) u D”, then we see 
that X u (lJ_, I x _Ej) z ( Y u (UJ,, I x z,))#S’ x 2, and that Y is diffeomorphic 
to the union of a homotopy punctured n-sphere with 2(r - 1) holes and I x (xl#&). 
Thus by the induction hypothesis, X u (Ui=, Z x 2,) is diffeomorphic to a desired 
manifold. 0 
Now we consider the case n c 6. We have already shown that 2, is diffeomorphic 
to S”_’ m this case. Thus the above proof for n 2 7 also works for n = 5,6. Recall 
that X is obtained by attaching 2r - 1 (n - l)-handles to D”. Thus, when n = 3,4, 
we see that X is diffeomorphic to P&h2rP’ I x Sn-‘), where h denotes boundary 
connected sum. Hence we have X = S” -II” Int D” = S”#(#rl x S”- ‘), and each 
I x 2, is attached to the boundaries of an I x S”-‘. If I x xj is attached orientation 
preservingly, then I x S”-‘u I x .Ej is diffeomorphic to S’ x Sn-‘, since 
r,,( Diff Snm’) = 0 f or n = 3,4 (see [3, 191). If Z x,Cj is attached orientation reversingly, 
then Z x S”.“ u I x 2, is diffeomorphic to S’ x S”-‘. Moreover it is easy to show 
that S’;;S”-‘AS’;:S”~‘~S’xS”~‘#S’xS”~’. Thus M=Xu(UI=, 1x2;) is 
diffeomorphic to a desired manifold in (1). 
Next we show that the manifolds as in (1) and (2) of Theorem 5.1 admit special 
generic maps into [w’. 
Lemma 5.4. Suppose that f, : M 7 + R p and f2 : Mz + R p (p < n) are special generic 
maps. Then there exists a special generic map g : M,#M2 + R “. 
Proof. Let D, be a p-disk embedded in W,, such that Di n C? w’> = c?D, n a W,; is a 
(p - l)-disk in c?IV,, and that aD, -D, n a W,, intersects a W, transversely. Dj is a 
p-submanifold of W,, with corners. Then it can easily be shown that qJ’( D,) = D”. 
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We can thus construct a smooth map q,,Q/,: M’#Mz+ W/;b Wr2; i.e., M’#Mz = 
M,-q;,‘(D,)u MI-q/z’(D,), W&Wr,= wl;-D’u W,-D2 and 
9f$7fz(X) = 
qf,(x), x E M, - qr,‘(D’), 
4fz(XL XE Mz-qt,‘(D,). 
Finally, there exists an immersion n : bV,,b Wfz + R “, since w,;h Wf2 is parallelizable. 
The map g = n 0 (qf,Bq,,) : M,#M,+ Rp is the desired special generic map. 0 
In view of Lemma 5.4, we have only to show that I‘“, S’ xZ"-' and S’ G.EnP’ 
admit special generic maps into the plane, where 2” = S” and En-’ = SnP’ for n < 6. 
First we consider M = 2”. If M = S” then it is easy to construct a special generic 
map f: S” + R2. For example, the map defined by f(x,, . . . , x,+,) =(x,, x2) 
((X,) . . . ) x,+1) E S” c la”+‘) is a special generic map. Thus the case n < 6 is done. 
If nz7, M=DD”uh(-D”), where h:dD”+dD” is an orientation preserving 
diffeomorphism. We have D” = I x D”-’ and do” = (0, l} x D”-’ u I x S”-*. Chang- 
ing h by an isotopy, we may assume that h I{O, l} x D”-’ is the identity. Then 
h 1 I x S”-* : I x Se2 + I x SHe2 is a pseudo-isotopy of S”-*. By Cerf [4], it is isotopic 
to an isotopy fixing (0, l} x S”-*; i.e., we may assume that p, 0 (h 1 I x Snm2) = p, , 
where p, : I x S”-2 + I is the projection to the first factor. Now let f: S” + R2 be the 
special generic map constructed above. Let 0: and 0: be 2-disks in Wf( = D2) such 
that D:u 0: = W,- and that Dfn 0: is a properly embedded arc in W,. Then we 
see that qr’( Df) = D” and qr’( Df n 0:) = do”. Furthermore, if we take sufficiently 
small neighborhoods I0 and I, of the end points of Df n 0: in Dfn D:, then 
qr’(&) = D+‘, q;‘( 0: nD~-(Z,ul,))=1~S”~~ and q,,-/qT’(DTnDz-(I,uI,)) 
corresponds to p, : Z x S”-* + I. Since h 1 (0, l} x Dnm2 = id and p, 0 h = p, , we see that 
ifweattachq~‘(D:)andq~‘(D~)byh,westillhaveasmoothmapg:D”~~(-D”)~ 
R* which is induced by f: It is obvious that g is a special generic map. Thus the 
homotopy n-sphere 1” admits a special generic map into R2. 
Next consider M = S’ x En-‘, where Xn-’ = D”-’ u D”-’ is a homotopy (n - 
1)-sphere. There exists a Morse function f : _TZnp’ + R with exactly two critical points. 
Then define f: S’ x Enm'G S’ x R 5 R2 to be the composition /?o(Y, where LY = 
ids’ x t and p is an embedding. Then it is easy to see that f is a special generic map. 
Finally, if M = S’ G En-‘, we want to construct a Morse function t : _Xnp’ + [w as 
above with the additional property that t 0 T = t, where T: 2 + 2 is an orientation 
reversing diffeomorphism used to construct S’ xEnP’. If we have such a Morse 
function, then we can easily construct a special generic map f: S’ 2 En-’ -+ R2 as in 
the previous paragraph. If znP’ I- S”- ‘, it is easy to construct such a Morse function. 
Thus the case n c 6 is done. When n 2 7, we may assume .EnP’ = Dyp’ u,, D2n-l and 
r]D;lP’:D;lP’+D;m’ is a reflection, changing T by an isotopy. Let p : 0; -’ + OS-’ 
be the reflection. Then p 0 (~1 D;-‘) : D;-‘+ D,“-’ is an orientation preserving 
diffeomorphism and is isotopic to the identity by [4]. Hence, T] Dl-’ is isotopic to 
P -’ = p. Thus we may assume that t, 0 (7 1 D:-‘) = t,, changing r by an isotopy fixing 
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Or-‘, where t, : D:-’ +lT% is defined by 
&(X,, . . .,X,-l) = 
{ 
m, i=l, 
-w, i=2. 
Then t = t, u tZ: Or-’ uh D2n-l +R is the desired Morse function. This completes 
the proof. 0 
Remark 5.5. In [15, Remark 2.7(ii)], Port0 and Furuya prove that every homotopy 
n-sphere 2” = 0; u ,, 0; admits a special generic map into [w2. However, their proof 
contains a gap. This is because if we pull back the standard smooth structure of 
0; by a homeomorphism H : 0; -+ 0; which extends h : c?D; + c?D;, then 0; u ,, 0; 
becomes S”; i.e., the new smooth structure does not agree with the original one. 
Remark 5.6. (S’ x En-‘)#E” and (S’ 2 1”-‘)#Z” (n 3 7) are En-‘-bundles over S’ 
[l]. In fact, every En-’ -bundle over S’ is of one of these forms. 
Remark 5.7. For a given manifold of the type (#J=,S’ x I;-‘)#Z” or (#J1:S’ x 
X:-‘)#(S’ G X:P’)#Z”, the set of the homotopy (n - 1)-spheres Zr-‘, . . . , X:-’ and 
the homotopy n-sphere 2” are not uniquely determined. For example, we have 
(S’ xE,)fi(S’x&)=(S’ xX,)#(S’x ((*X,)#(*E,))) for arbitrary X,, E2~ On_, and 
(S’ 2 S”-‘)#1, = (S’ X S”-‘)#E, if [X,] = [&] in 0,/20,. 
6. Special generic maps into lR3 
First we study special generic maps of 4-manifolds into [w’. In this case, using 
the results in Section 3, we can deduce the following. 
Proposition 6.1. Let M be a smooth closed 4-manifold. Then M admits a special 
generic map into R3 if and only if M =:a& where E is a smooth D2-bundle over a 
compact orientable 3-manifold W with a W # 0. 
Proposition 6.1 is a corollary of Propositions 2.1 and 3.4 and the fact that every 
compact orientable 3-manifold is parallelizable. 
Proposition 6.2. Let M be a smooth closed 4-manifold and f: M + R3 a special generic 
map. Then we have the following. 
(1) x(M) =x(S(f )). 
(2) (qr)*: Z-~(M) + T,( W,) is an isomorphism. 
(3) If M is orientable, then b,(S(f))c2b,(M) and #S(f)ssb2(M)+1, where 
#S(f) denotes the number of connected components of S( f ). Furthermore the second 
inequality becomes an equality if b,( M) = 0. 
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(4) If M is orientable, then 
H,(M; z) = H,( w, ; z), 
H,(M;Z)~~H,(W,-;Z)OH2(W1-;h), 
H3( M; Z) = H’( W,; Z). 
(5) If M is orientable, then S(f) . S(f) = 0. 
Proof. (l), (2) and (5) are direct consequences of Propositions 3.5, 3.9 and 3.16 
respectively. The first inequality of (3) is from Corollary 3.14. (4) is a consequence 
of the exact sequence of Proposition 3.10. Although the second inequality of (3) is 
a consequence of Proposition 3.15, we give another proof here. We have 
2-2b,(M)+bz(M)=~(M) (by Poincare duality) 
= x(S(f)) (by (1)) 
= 2#S(f) - b,(S(f)) (by Poincare duality) 
3 2#S(f) - 2b,( M) (by the first inequality of (3)). 
Hence we have #S(f) < $b,( M) + 1. If b,(M) = 0, then b,(S(f)) = 0, which implies 
that the above inequality is an equality. 0 
Henceforth. we restrict ourselves to the case when M is l-connected. 
Lemma 6.3. Let M be a 1 -connected smooth closed 4-manifold. If there exists a special 
generic map f: M + R3 with S(f) connected, then there exists a homotopy 3-disk A 
(i.e., a compact contractible 3-manifold) such that M -a(A x D*). Furthermore M is 
homeomorphic to S4. 
Proof. By Proposition 6.2(2), w, is l-connected. Furthermore by Proposition 6.2(3), 
we have b,(M) = 0, which in turn implies H2( W, ; Z) = 0 by Proposition 6.2(4). Thus 
W, is a compact contractible 3-manifold and M is diffeomorphic to the boundary 
of a D2-bundle over W,, which is trivial since W, is contractible. Furthermore, M 
is a homotopy S4. Hence, it is homeomorphic to S4 by [7]. 0 
Remark 6.4. The result that M is homeomorphic to S4 has already been obtained 
by Sakuma [17]. 
Remark 6.5. We do not know if A x D2 is diffeomorphic to D5. This problem has 
been attacked by several mathematicians. For example, Mazur [9] and Poenaru [ 141 
once claimed that it was true; however, Zeeman found some gaps in their proofs 
afterwards (see, for example, [lo]). Note also that A x Dz is diffeomorphic to 0’ 
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if and only if a(A x D2) is diffeomorphic to S4. Thus, proving A x D2= D5 is 
equivalent to proving M = S4 in Lemma 6.3. Of course, if the classical Poincare 
conjecture is true, this problem will be solved. Here, the author is indebted to 
Professor Y. Matsumoto for some valuable information on this subject. 
Theorem 6.6. Let M be a smooth closed l-connected 4-manifold. Then M admits a 
special generic map into R’ if and only if it is diffeomorphic to one of the following 
mantfolds: 
(#‘S2 x S’)#lY, r>O, 
(# l-Is2 x S2)#( s2 G S2)#E, r2 1, 
where S2 ;( S2 is the nontrivial S2-bundle over S2 and 2 is a homotopy a-sphere which 
is the boundary of A x D2 for some homotopy 3-disk A. 
Proof. First assume that we have a special generic map f: M + R3. Then by Proposi- 
tion 6.2, IV, is l-connected and all the components of a Wr are the 2-spheres. Then 
we see easily that W, = X,bA for some homotopy 3-disk A, where X, = S3 -II’ Int D3 
with l= #S(f) (see Fig. 2). We assume that X, and A are submanifolds of W, by 
this diffeomorphism, and set D = X, n A. Then qf’( D) = S3 splits M into the con- 
nected sum M=h&#h?,, where 6&=qj’(A)uD4 and h%,=qj1(X,)uD4. 
Moreover, it is easy to construct special generic maps j : ki + R3 (i = 0,l) such that 
WA,= A and Wf, = X,. Then by Lemma 6.3, we have A?fO =8(A x D2). On the other 
hand, I$?, is diffeomorphic to the boundary of a D2-bundle over X, and X, can be 
obtained by attaching (I- 1) 2-handles to a O-handle simultaneously. Hence, 2, is 
the boundary of a 5-manifold obtained by attaching (I- 1) 2-handles to a O-handle 
simultaneously. Hence, fi, is diffeomorphic to the connected sum of 2-sphere 
bundles over the 2-sphere (see, for example, [21]). It is known that every 2-sphere 
w, : 
Fig. 2. 
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bundle over the 2-sphere is diffeomorphic to S2 x S2 or S2 g S*. Furthermore we 
have S’ x S28S2 z? S2 = S2 x S2#S2 G S*. Hence, M = i6&i6, is diffeomorphic to a 
desired manifold. 
Finally it is easy to see that the manifolds in the above list admit special generic 
maps into R’. Use Lemma 5.4 and Proposition 6.1. This completes the proof. 0 
Remark 6.7. While S* x S2 cannot be decomposed into a topologically nontrivial 
connected sum, S2 G S* is diffeomorphic to CP’#(-@P2). 
Remark 6.8. If f: M + R3 is a special generic map as in Theorem 6.6, then #S(f) = 
;b,( M) + 1. Furthermore, M has S2 2 S* as its connected summand if and only if 
S. S is odd for some component S of S(f). Note also that S(f) * S(f) = 0 by 
Proposition 6.2( 5). 
Before we proceed to the case where dim M > 4, we give a criterion for two special 
generic maps from a 4-manifold into R’ to be regularly equivalent. 
Definition 6.9 [15]. Letf;g:M”-+lR” (n > p) be special generic maps. f and g are 
regularly equivalent (f z g) if the diagram 
commutes for some diffeomorphisms H and h such that the immersions 
f’, g’ 0 h : W, + R p are regularly homotopic. 
Remark 6.10. Porto and Furuya [15] show that f and g are regularly equivalent if 
and only if there exist a smooth family of special generic mapsf, : M + [w p (0 s t G 1) 
and a diffeomorphism H : M + M such that f. = f and f, = g 0 H. Unfortunately, 
their proof of this theorem contains a gap. In fact, the diagram on page 51 of [15] 
does not always commute. This is because the partitions {q;‘(a): a E R$} and 
{q;‘(b): b E W} of M do not necessarily coincide. However, we can fill this gap as 
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follows. Construct an isotopy G, of M for which the diagram 
c, 
M-M 
commutes, using a lift of an appropriate vector field on W, by Q: M x I’+ Wr. 
(For the notations, see [ 151.) Then replace the false diagram 
by the commutative diagram 
G, 
M-M 
and replace the last diagram on page 51 of [15] by 
H 0 G, 
M-M 
Note also that Pot-to and Furuya consider only the case p = 2. However, everything 
works for general p(<n). 
Proposition 6.11. Let M be a smooth closed 1 -connected 4-manifold andf; g : M -+ [w3 
be special generic maps. Then f and g are regularly equivalent ifand only ifthe following 
two conditions are satis$ed. 
(1) W, is orientation preservingly difheomorphic to W,. (Note that Wr and W, are 
given orientations, the pull backs of that of [w3 by the immersions f' and g’ respectively.) 
(2) ZfS(f)=S,u~~~uS,andS(g)=S~u~~~uS~(k=~b,(M)+l)(cf:Remark 
6.8), where S, and Si are the connected components of S(f) and S(g) respectively, 
then we have Si. Si = ES: ’ S: for all i after renumbering the indices if necessary, where 
E = *l, which does not depend on i. 
Proof. First suppose that f and g are regularly equivalent. Then there exist 
diffeomorphisms H : M + M and h : W, + W, such that f’ and g’ 0 h are regularly 
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homotopic. Hence, h is orientation preserving. We can easily see that (2) also holds 
(e = 1 if If is orientation preserving and E = -1 if not). 
Next we show that f and g are regularly equivalent if they satisfy (1) and (2). 
By the hypothesis, we have an orientation preserving diffeomorphism h : W,+ Wi. 
By changing h if necessary, we may assume h(q,(S,)) = q,(Si) (1 s i G k). Let E, 
and l$ be the II’-bundles over W, and W, respectively as in Proposition 6.1. Then 
they are equivalent over q,JS,) and q,(S:) by (2); i.e., they are equivalent over 8 W, 
and a W,. (Here, if E = -1, we change the orientation of I$, for example.) Since 
i~:H2(W,;Z)~H2(dWf;Z) and ix* : H2( W, ; Z) + H2(8 W, ; Z) are surjective and 
D2-bundles are determined by their Euler classes, we see that there is a bundle _ _ 
isomorphism H : I?, + l$ covering h : W, + W,. Then fi la&:,: aE, + a& gives a 
diffeomorphism H : A4 + M for which the diagram 
H 
M-M 
commutes. Finally we can show that the immersions f’, g’ 0 h : W, + R’ are regularly 
homotopic using a result of Phillips [13] and the fact that n2(SO(3)) = 0. This 
completes the proof. 0 
Remark 6.12. If the 3-dimensional Poincare conjecture is true, condition (1) is not 
necessary in Proposition 6.11. 
Now we proceed to the case dim M > 4. 
Proposition 6.13. Let M be a smooth closed l-connected n-manifold with n > 4. If M 
admits a special generic map into R’, then it is homeomorphic to S” or the connected 
sum of SnP2 -bundles over S2. 
Remark 6.14. Proposition 6.13 holds also for n =4, since in Theorem 6.6, E is 
homeomorphic to S4. 
Proof of Proposition 6.13. Let f: M + R’ be a special generic map. By Proposition 
3.1, M is homeomorphic to the boundary of a topological D”+*-bundle E over W,. 
By Proposition 3.9, T,( W,) = 1 and all the components of 8 W, are the 2-spheres by 
Corollary 3.14. Hence, IV, can be obtained by attaching I 2-handles to a homotopy 
3-disk A simultaneously for some 1. Since a Um2 -bundle over A is trivial and it is 
known that A x D”-‘= D”+’ if n 2 5, we see that E can be obtained (topologically) 
by attaching 1 2-handles to a O-handle. Then it is easy to see that the boundary of 
such a manifold is homeomorphic to the connected sum of Snp2-bundles over S2. 0 
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Remark 6.15. Every linear S”-‘-bundle over S2 (n 2 5) admits a special generic 
map into R3. This can be shown using the fact that it is diffeomorphic to the boundary 
of a Dne2 -bundle over S2 x 1. Note also that there are exactly two linear Snm2-bundles 
over S2, since r,(SO(n - 1)) s 2122. We do not know if every S”-2-bundle over S2 
admits a special generic map into R’. 
Let r: Diff+ D”-‘+ Diff+ Snm3 be the restriction map and define r,,_, = 
Diff+ Sne3/ r(Diff+ DnP2), which is known to be a finite Abelian group, where Diff’ X 
denotes the group of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of the oriented mani- 
fold X. Furthermore, it is known that l-+,2 O,,_, if n f 5 and that r,_, =0 if 
n = 5,6,7, 8, 14, etc. 
Theorem 6.16. Let M be a smooth closed n-manifold. Suppose that r,_, = 0 and n z 5. 
If M admits a special generic map into R3, then M is diffeomorphic to the connected 
sum of a homotopy n-sphere 2” and some smooth SP2-bundles over S’. 
Proof. Let f: M +R3 be a special generic map. Since R” is a homotopy punctured 
3-sphere, we have W,= W,h * . . b W,_,~A~L?, w h ere l=#S(f), W,=S’xI, B=D3, 
A is a homotopy 3-disk and W’, . . . , W,_, , A are attached simultaneously to B 
along disjoint 2-disks. We assume W,, . . . , WI_‘, A and B are submanifolds of W, 
by the above diffeomorphism. It is easy to show that q;‘(A) is a homotopy n-disk 
whose boundary homotopy (n - l)-sphere consists of two (n -1)-disks. Thus 
a(qi’(A)) = S”-’ and q;‘(A) is diffeomorphic to D”. If we show that qi’( Wi) is 
diffeomorphic to an Snm2 -bundle over S’ with an open disk removed, then a(qi’( B)) 
are (n - 1)-spheres and q.;‘(B) is a homotopy n-sphere with some open disks 
removed; hence, we have that M is diffeomorphic to the connected sum of 
SP2-bundles over S2 and a homotopy n-sphere. Thus it suffices to show that qi’( Wi) 
is diffeomorphic to an SnP2 -bundle over S2 with an open disk removed. 
Let Di = W, n B, which is a properly embedded 2-disk in WP Let Si be the 
component of 8 W, containing Di and set 0: = Si- Di. Moreover let C, be a 
sufficiently small regular neighborhood of 0: in W, and set Ai = W, - Ci (see Fig. 3). 
Then qr’(Ci) is a DnP2 -bundle over D2, qr’(Ai) is a Dnm2-bundle over S2, and 
qr’(Ain C,) is an SnP3-bundle over D2. Furthermore q,F’(Ai) g 
DnP2 x D’ U, DnP2 x D2, where cp : One2 x aD2 + Dnm2 x aD2 is a diffeomorphism 
with p2 0 40 = p2 and p2 : One2 x a D2 + a D2 is the projection to the second factor. Then 
we have 
qi’( wl) = qf’(C’)u qf’(A’) 
= ( D”-2 x D2) u ( D”-2 x D2 u, DnP2 x D2) 
= (En-’ x D2) u, ( DnP2 x D’), 
where Zn-2 = Dnm2 u,, D”-2 is a homotopy (n -2)-sphere associated with some 
diffeomorphism h : Snm3 + S”-‘. 
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Fig. 3. 
Lemma6.17. Let y,,: Diff,’ SnP3+ Diff,’ SnP3 be themupdejinedbyy,(cu) = h-lo a 0 h, 
where Diff,‘X denotes the identity component of Diff+ X. Furthermore let 
r : Diff 0’ DnP2 + Diff 0’ Snm3 be the restriction map. If Im( r* : n,(Diffi DnP2, id) + 
r,(Diffl S n-3, id)) is invariant under (Y,,)*: rr,(Diffi SnP3, id) + rrr(Diffl SnP3, id) 
as a set, then q,T’( W,) is difeomorphic to a I”-*-bundle over S2 with an open disk 
removed. 
Proof. We want to attach D”-’ x D2 to q;‘( Wi) = (En-2x D*) u, (D”-* x D*) so 
that the resulting manifold is a Znm2-bundle over S2. Let $ : Snd3 x aD2+ Snm3 x aD2 
be the diffeomorphism defined by 
cCr(x, 0) = (h-’ o ~1 o cp(h(x), e), e), 
where p, : D nP2~aD2+ D”-2 is the projection to the first factor. If Cc, extends to a 
diffeomorphism 4 : DnP2 x 8D2 + One2 x a D2 such that p2 0 6 = p2, then we can attach 
Dnm2 x D* to qi’( W,) using 4 as we desired. On the other hand, this is equivalent 
to that (-yh)*(r.+.[p]) E Im(r,: rrr(Diffi DnP2, id)+ rr,(Diffl Snm3, id)), where [cp] E 
rrr(Diffi D n-2, id) is the element corresponding to cp. This is guaranteed by our 
hypothesis. 0 
Now we return to the proof of Theorem 6.16. In our case, every diffeomorphism 
h : SnP3 + SnP3 extends to a diffeomorphism h”: D”-‘+ DHP2 since r,_, = 0. Using 
this diffeomorphism h’, we see easily that the hypothesis of Lemma 6.17 is satisfied 
in our case. Furthermore the homotopy (n-2)-sphere Zn-‘= DnP2 uh D”-* is 
diffeomorphic to S”-*. This completes the proof. 0 
Remark 6.18. We do not know if the hypothesis of Lemma 6.17 is true even when 
r,_, # 0. We conjecture that if a l-connected manifold M (dim M 2 5) admits a 
special generic map into R3 then it is diffeomorphic the connected sum of a homotopy 
n-sphere and some homotopy (n -2)-sphere bundles over S*. 
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Remark 6.19. In Theorem 6.16, if n # 7, the structure group of the SnP2-bundles 
over S2 can be reduced to Diffh(SnP2) = {diffeomorphisms h : Snm2+ Snm2 isotopic 
to the identity such that t 0 h = t}, where t : Sne2 +R is the height function defined 
by 1(x,, . . . , ~,_~)=x,_~((x~,...,x,_~)~S~~~~IW”~~).Thisisseenasfollows.Since 
there exists a smooth function q.;‘(A,)+ R which, on each fiber, coincides with 
t’: Dnp2+R defined by t’(x,, . . . , xnm2) = XT+ . . . +x2,_, (recall that qj’(A,) is 
diffeomorphic to a D”-2 -bundle over S2), the diffeomorphism cp : Dfle2xdD2+ 
D”-’ x a D2 satisfies t’ 0 p1 0 cp(x, 19) = t’(x). Furthermore, in the proof of Lemma 
6.17, we could put 6(x, 0) = (c-l op, 0 cp(h”(x), 0), 0) for any diffeomorphism 
h’ : D”-’ + D”-’ extending h : a DnP2 + d Dnm2. Hence, if we can find some h” such 
that t’ 0 K= t’, we see that there exists a smooth function qJ’( Wi) u DnP2 x D2+ R 
which, on each fiber, coincides with t : SP2 + R. Then we see easily that the structure 
group of the Se2 -bundle is reduced to DiffA(SflP2). For n 2 8, the existence of such 
an h” is proved using results of Cerf [4]. For n = 5,6, this is a consequence of the 
fact that n”(Diff+ S2) = 0 and r0(DifftS3) = 0 respectively [ 19,3]. Finally we also 
note that the structure group of a linear SnP2 -bundle over S2 is reduced to DiffA(Snm2). 
In particular, we have the following. 
Proposition 6.20. Let M be a smooth closed 1 -connected n-manifold with r,_, = 0 = r,, 
and n 2 5 (for example, n = 5,6). Then M admits a special generic map into R3 if and 
only if M is diffeomorphic to S” or the connected sum of S”-2-bundles over S2 whose 
structure groups are Diff A( SnP2). 
Proof. The necessity is clear by Theorem 6.16 and Remark 6.19. Furthermore we 
see easily that S” admits a special generic map into lQ3. Thus, in view of Lemma 
5.4, it suffices to show that an S”-* -bundle M over S2 with DiffA(SP2) as its structure 
group admits a special generic map into R’. Since its structure group is Diffk( SnP2), 
we have a smooth map T : M + R which, on each fiber, coincides with t. Then define 
f:M ~s2x[w~;[w’, 
where 7~ : M -+ S2 is the bundle projection and CY is an embedding. Then it is easily 
seen that f is a special generic map. q 
Remark 6.21. We do not know if every homotopy n-sphere (n 3 7) admits a special 
generic map into Iw3. 
7. Special generic maps of M” into [w” 
So far, we have been concerned with special generic maps of M” into Rp with 
p < n. The main reason of this is that, when n = p, the Stein factorization of a special 
generic map f: M + R p is nothing but M itself and that it has no information on J: 
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Thus, in this case, we cannot expect a theorem like Proposition 2.1. Thus, our 
purpose of this section is to study special generic maps M” -+R” using different 
methods. 
First, we have to note the following result of 6liaSberg. 
Theorem 7.1 (&iaSberg [5]). Let M be a smooth closed orientable n-mamfold. Then 
M admits a speciaI generic map into R” if and only if it is stably parallelizable. 
In view of Theorem 7.1, the problem of determining diffeomorphism types of 
orientable n-manifolds which admit special generic maps into R” is equivalent to 
that of determining stably parallelizable n-manifolds, which seems very difficult. 
Furthermore, Theorem 7.1 shows that Corollary 3.3 holds also in this case if M is 
orientable. 
Theorem 7.1 also shows that we cannot expect a theorem like Proposition 2.1 in 
this case. If we had such a theorem, we could deduce that every homotopy n-sphere 
(n 2 5) admitting special generic maps into R” is diffeomorphic to S” as in Corollary 
4.2. However, every homotopy n-sphere is stably parallelizable, so that it admits a 
special generic map into R” even if it is not diffeomorphic to S”. 
Lemma 7.2. Letf: M * + R” be a special generic map. Then S(f) is stablyparallelizable. 
Proof. It is easily seen that f] S(f) : S(f) + R ’ is an immersion. Let N(S(f)) be a 
sufficiently small tubular neighborhood of S(f) in M such that there exists a smooth 
involution T:N(S(f))+N(S(f)) satisfying T]S(f)=id,,,., and foT= 
f[ N(S(f)). Such a tubular neighborhood exists by the definition of a special generic 
map. Then it is easily seen that N(S(f))/ T is diffeomorphic to S(f) x [0, l] and 
that flN(S(f)) ’ m d uces an immersion f: N(S(f))/ T+ R”. Hence, the normal 
bundle of the immersion f) S( f) : S(f) + R’ ’ is trivial, which implies that S(f) is 
stably parallelizable. 0 
Using a result of Fukuda [8] together with Lemma 7.2, we have the following. 
Proposition 7.3. Let f: M” + R” be a special generic map. Then we have X(M) = 
x(S(f))-0(mod2). 
Proof. By [8], we haveX =x(S(f)) (mod 2). Furthermore, we haveX(S(f)) =O 
(mod 2), since S(f) is stably parallelizable by Lemma 7.2. 0 
Proposition 7.4. Suppose that M is a smooth closed n-manifold which admits a special 
generic map into R”. Then TM0.e’ has an n-frame, where e’ is the trivial line bundle 
over M. 
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Proof. Let f: A4 + R” be a special generic map. We construct a fiberwise surjective 
linear map cp : TM 0 E’ + TR” such that the diagram 
77 7r’ 
M f R” 
commutes, where v and r’ are the bundle projections. By the proof of Proposition 
7.2, the normal bundle of the immersionfl S(f) : S(f‘) + R” is orientable. We orient 
it arbitrarily. For q E S(f), there exist an open neighborhood U, in M of q and a 
smooth map (cT4: U,+ TR” such that ~‘0 $q =fl U, and that $q(x) E ~,~,~[w” is a 
nonzero vector normal to @I( T,(S(f))) consistent with the orientation chosen above 
(Vx E S(f) n LJZ). Using (c; (q E S(f)) and the partition of unity, we can construct 
a smooth map $ : M -+ TR” such that rr’ 0 6 =f and G(x) g &I( T,(S(f))) Vx E S(f). 
Then define cp: TMOE’+ TR” by cp(v, (x,a))=df,(u)+a$(x), where DE T,M, XE 
M and a E R. Then cp is the desired fiberwise surjective linear map. Lifting an 
n-frame of rr’: TR” + R” by cp gives an n-frame on TM 0 E’. 0 
Corollary 7.5. If M” admits a special generic map into R”, then w,(M) = 0 for i 2 2 
and pi(M) = 0 for i 2 1. 
By Theorem 7.1, every smooth closed orientable 3-manifold admits a special 
generic map into R3, since it is parallelizable. However, we see that not every closed 
3-manifold admits such a map by Corollary 7.5. For example, S’ x RP2 admits no 
special generic maps into R3, since w,(S’ X RP2) # 0. 
Proposition 7.6. Let f: M” +iR” be a special generic map. Then [S( f )] E 
H,_,(M; Z/2Z) is Poincare’dual to w,(M)E H’(M; Z/22). 
Proof. This is obvious since f 1 M - S(f) : M - S(f) + R" is a local diffeomorphism 
and that a loop in M is orientation reversing if and only if its algebraic intersection 
number with S(f) is odd. El 
Remark 7.7. To prove Proposition 7.6, we could use a result of Thorn [20]. See also 
Proposition 3.20 in Section 3. 
Using these results, we can determine the 2-manifolds which admit special generic 
maps into R2. 
Proposition 7.8. A smooth closed 2-manifold M admits a special generic map into R2 
if and only if x( M) = 0 (mod 2). 
Proof. This is a consequence of Proposition 7.3 and [5, Corollary 4.101. 0 
Remark 7.9. We see easily that the converse of Proposition 7.4 holds (for general 
n) if M” is orientable by Theorem 7.1. We do not know if it is true when M” is 
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nonorientable. If n = 2, it is true by Proposition 7.8. Furthermore we do not know 
if Corollary 3.3 holds for n =p if M is nonorientable. 
8. Concluding remarks 
Let M” be a smooth closed orientable n-manifold which admits a special generic 
map f: M” + Rp (p G n). If p = n, we have seen in Section 7 that M” is stably 
parallelizable (cf. Proposition 7.4). In fact this is also sufficient for M” to admit 
special generic maps into R”. If p = 1, f is a Morse function with exactly two critical 
points; hence, M” is a homotopy n-sphere, which is stably parallelizable. If p = 2, 
by the results in Section 5, we see that M” is stably parallelizable (note that here 
we assume that M” is orientable) also in this case. However, M” is not necessarily 
stably parallelizable in general. For example, as we have seen in Section 6, S’ 2 S2 
admits a special generic map into R3, while w2( S2 G S2) f 0, which implies that S2 2 S2 
is not stably parallelizable. Furthermore, we have an example of an orientable 
manifold with nonvanishing Pontrjagin class which admits a special generic map 
into an Euclidean space as follows. 
Example 8.1. Let 5: V-, S4x I be an oriented vector bundle with fiber Rs and with 
nonzero first Pontrjagin class p,(t) E H4(S4 x I; Z). For example, we can construct 
such a vector bundle by pulling back a 5-dimensional vector bundle 8’ over S4 by 
the projection S4 x I -+ S4, where 5’ is the vector bundle over S4 associated with a 
nonzero element of rTT3(SO(5)) = Z. Let 7r : E + S4 x I be the unit disk bundle associ- 
ated with 5. Then we see that a_!? (dim ai = 9) admits a special generic map into 
R5 by Proposition 2.1. On the other hand, we have p,(i) = asp,, since TE = 
r*(T(S4x I))@v*([) and T(S4x I) is trivial. Moreover, we havep,(aJ?) = i*p,(i), 
where i : di? + g is the inclusion map and that n* : H4(S4 x I; Z) + H4(l?; Z) and 
i* : H4(l?; Z) + H4(81?‘; Z) are isomorphisms. Hence p,(aE) # 0 in H4(ag’; Z) = Z. 
Here we also note that if M” is stably parallelizable, it admits a smooth map 
f: M” + Rp Vp s n such that all the singularities off are fold points [6]. However, 
the singular set S(f) of the map f constructed by Fliasberg [6] always contains 
nondefinite fold points unless p = n. 
Next we consider the diffeomorphism types of the singular sets of special generic 
maps. As we have seen in Sections 3 and 7, the singular sets of special generic maps 
are stably parallelizable. Furthermore, for a special generic map f: M” + R p with 
p < n, the singular set S(f) bounds a parallelizable manifold IV,. For the case n = p, 
we have the following. 
Lemma 8.2. Let f: M” + R” be a special generic map. 
(1) If M” is orientable, then S(f) bounds a parallelizable n-mumfold. 
(2) If M” is nonorientable, then a (not necessarily connected) double cover of S( f) 
bounds a parallelizable n-manifold. 
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Proof. If M” is orientable, it is easy to see that S(S) separates M into two (possibly 
disconnected) submanifolds M, and M2. We have dMi s S(f). Furthermore M, is 
parallelizable, since it is stably parallelizable (by Theorem 7.1) and has nonempty 
boundary. 
Now suppose M” is nonorientable. Let N(S(f)) be a tubular neighborhood of 
S(f) in M. Then M’= M - N(S(f)) is parallelizable, since it can be immersed into 
R”. Furthermore, dM’ is a double cover of S(f). This completes the proof. 0 
In view of Lemma 8.2, we see that not every stably parallelizable (p - l)-manifold 
can arise as the singular set of a special generic map M” --, lRp for some n(~p). For 
example, it is known that there exists a lo-dimensional homotopy sphere 2” such 
that neither 2” nor Z”uE” bounds a parallelizable 1 l-manifold. (Note that 
2”~ (-2;‘“) does bound a parallelizable manifold.) Since ~l(X’o) = 1, the unique 
double cover of 2” is .Z”u 2”. Furthermore, every homotopy sphere is known to 
be stably parallelizable. Thus 2” is an example of a stably parallelizable manifold 
which is never the singular set of any special generic maps. Note also that every 
connected stably parallelizable manifold S can be a connected component of the 
singular set of a special generic map. This is obvious, since W = S x [0, l] is 
parallelizable and a component of a W is diffeomorphic to S (cf. Proposition 2.1). 
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